Junior Investigator Essay Template

Please keep the number of words (excluding title, authors, and institutions) to between 600 and 1000. Please use this template below, with the font style below:
- Size: 10 pt
- Type: Arial
- Margins: Justified left and right, 1” margins

Title for CIRMS Junior Investigator Essay Submission

John Smith¹, Jack Smith¹, Jimmy Smith², Joe Smith², Jennifer Smith², Josephine Smith²

¹Department of Fun, University of Awesomeness, Gaithersburg, MD, 11223, ²Department of Silly, University of Humor, Seattle, WA, 11223

Objective: Describe the background and purpose of your research here.

Materials and Methods: Describe your methods.

Results: Include results and uncertainties. Include figures and tables as necessary in this section.

Conclusions and Significance: What are your conclusions and significance to this area of research?

Relevance to CIRMS: How is your work relevant to the purpose of CIRMS? Please also mention how CIRMS is relevant to your personal professional goals.
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